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Isaac comes back
Star center Isaiah Austin returns to Baylor and decides not to pursue NBA career yet.
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Pulse Preview
David Welch presents his research paper today in the Memorial drawing room.
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Fancy Films
Black Glasses film festival will be at 7 p.m. Friday in the Jones Theatre of the Hooper-Shafer Fine Arts Center.

---

**Wacoon left for dead**

First shooting of year shows falling trend in crime

By Rob Bradfield

Assistant City Editor

A shooting at a smoke shop left one teen dead and another injured Monday morning.

When police officers responding to reports of a shooting at a Future Smoke shop in Waco Drive found two individuals -- Dhaodrique Eastland, 17, and another 19-year-old victim both from Waco -- with gunshot wounds to the upper torso and forearm, respectively.

Both were rushed to the hospital, where Eastland was pronounced dead.

At the time of publication, the condition of the other victim was not known.

According to Sgt. W. Patrick Swanton of the Waco Police Department, there have been two murders and there is no definite suspect.

"All we have is a blackatsuapi that fit the fact on fuse," Swanton said.

"This is the first reported murder in Waco this year, and it is part of a general downward trend in crime in Waco according to WPD statistics.

The murder rate in 2012 was down to six from 11 in 2011, and 2010 saw only five -- one of the lowest years on record.

According to Swanton, however, the murder rate is not easily predicted or at least not based on trends.

"Murder is one of those that you just don't have a whole lot of control over," Swanton said.

---

**Viewpoints**

“I am appalled at what I saw after President Obama’s speech. Before he even had taken his seat again, people all over the Ferrell Center stood up and left. I understand this also occurred in the overflow areas around campus.”

---

**West Stands Strong**

Cleanup efforts in West continued on Monday as residents salvaged what they could from their damaged homes. The area southwest of theugement was opened to the public over the weekend, allowing residents to assess the damage to their property.

Graffiti for support was seen throughout the city.

---

**Professors receives outstanding award**

By Sara Mary Greger

Professor receives outstanding award

Baylor University's creative writing professor Tim Thomasson is the recipient of a prestigious teaching award.

Thomasson, who is an English professor, has been recognized for his teaching and research.

Thomasson has been teaching at Baylor for more than 20 years.

---

**Musicians perform to benefit West victims**

By Kari Wittenauer

Musicians perform to benefit West victims

WEST — Musicians are working to help a Texas town devastated in a deadly fertilizer plant explo- 

sion.

Officials with the Texas Thun-

ders Foundation on Monday announced next month’s performances will benefit emergency responders and schools in West, where 14 people were killed in a blast on April 17.

Performers include the Randy Rogers Band, Wade Bowen, the Lariats, and the Rogers Band, Wade Bowen, the Lariat App today!
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**PROXY**
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>> Baseball

Baylor baseball swept Texas over the weekend.

Baylor Baseball

>> Boston Bombing

Texas over the weekend.

Baylor Baseball

support and is appointed

710-2371.

more information, please

UB will be hosting the

Lariat App today!
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**Bear Briefs**

The place to go to know the places to go

Fashion Circus

A fashion show featuring the designs of Baylor apparel design students will be from 5:30 to 7 p.m. today in the Auburn Auditorium.

The event is free and open to the public.

The Lecture will center on Thomasson's experience at an international conference.

"I've always been interested in language," he said.

"When I tell a story about a ca-


test scores of the other victim was not known.

---

**Musician performs to benefit West victims**

William Nelson performs at the Baccalaureate Live Oak Amphitheater on Sun-

day in Austin. The concert was an early birthday celebration for Nelson, who turns 40 today, and was a benefit for the volunteer fire department in West, which is near where Nelson grew up in Abbott.
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Pulse Preview
David Welch presents his research paper today in the Memorial drawing room.
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Fancy Films
Black Glasses film festival will be at 7 p.m. Friday in the Jones Theatre of the Hooper-Shafer Fine Arts Center.
This is a letter to certain people who attend the service of the fallen first responders of the West explosion. It was an event to honor the 12 fallen first responders of the West explosion. These men, who were volunteers, most of them were Baylor graduates. They simply left. Many of them were Baylor students. Not all, but many. I have one question of the fallen gave. I was moved by President West, Waco and Baylor community all coming together to honor these men filled me with inspiration. For the record, since it’s 25 percent of the total. Double that. And you think that we have a good product. Unfortunately, the math that we get the most of in college and the daily life that we use every day. Advanced algebra, calculus and trigonometry all have their places in our daily life. To know that these men laid their lives down for any one of us without hesitation? And do you not realize that this service was a funeral for each of them. You showed none of these qualities that day. You showed your trivial motives and blatant disrespect, and you should be ashamed of yourself. Can you fathom how walking out on this memorial made the families feel? To know that this community they thought they could trust was only sticking around to see President Obama? I am ashamed of my peers for not staying at memorial. To those who stayed which, thankfully, was not all. I have one question for those of you that left. How does this? How do you despise these men and their families? This memorial was meant to honor them. It was not for President Obama. It was not an opportunity to update your Twitter or Facebook saying you were in the presence of the fallen. If you are anything like you would be boasting you were in the presence of the fallen. If not, these men gave their all as we know it so that you can fathom how walking out on this memorial made the families feel? To know that this community they thought they could trust was only sticking around to see President Obama? I am ashamed of my peers for not staying at memorial. To those who stayed which, thankfully, was not all. I have one question for those of you that left. How does this? How do you despise these men and their families? This memorial was meant to honor them. It was not for President Obama. It was not an opportunity to update your Twitter or Facebook saying you were in the presence of the fallen. If you are anything like you would be boasting you were in the presence of the fallen. If not, these men gave their all as we know it so that you can fathom how walking out on this memorial made the families feel? To know that this community they thought they could trust was only sticking around to see President Obama? I am ashamed of my peers for not staying at memorial. To those who stayed which, thankfully, was not all. I have one question for those of you that left. How does this? How do you despise these men and their families? This memorial was meant to honor them. It was not for President Obama. It was not an opportunity to update your Twitter or Facebook saying you were in the presence of the fallen. If you are anything like you would be boasting you were in the presence of the fallen. If not, these men gave their all as we know it so that you can fathom how walking out on this memorial made the families feel? To know that this community they thought they could trust was only sticking around to see President Obama?
**Former Unabomber lawyer appointed to Boston suspect**

**By Denise Lavoie**

WASHINGTON — The defense team representing the Boston Marathon bombing suspects has appointed a prominent death penalty lawyer to represent Dzhokhar Tsarnaev Monday in the addition of July Curtis, a Mississippi lawyer who has managed to get life sentences vacated for several high-profile clients, including the Unabomber Ted Kaczynski and the Oklahoma City bomber. The move brought a series of questions from the judge hearing the case Monday, a judge ordered that Dutschke be held without bond until a preliminary and detention hearing on Thursday. More warrants were issued and two-people injured by a bomb inside an armored car were taken to hospital. The trial will take place from July 8 to 9 p.m., at the Memorial Drawing Room. Staff, students and faculty are invited to attend.

Felicia Adams demanding that a falling out with Curtis, and that last week to another man who had judge, but the charges were later.
Film festival to showcase student talent, vision, work

By Ryan Daugherty

Each spring semester, selected students spend countless days creating films of all types that are shown at The Black Glasses Film Festival. While film and digital media majors primarily enter this festival, all students are allowed to submit their own films. This year, the event will be held at 7 p.m. Friday in the Jones Theatre of the Hooper-Dexter Fine Arts Center.

Tickets are $3 for students, seniors and faculty, and $5 for adults. They can be bought in 150 Castellaw Communications Center from Melanie Ferguson or they can be bought at the door.

Some of the films may include violence, adult themes and profanity, so parents at the festival will need to make sure the films are appropriate for their children.

Tickets are $3 for students, seniors and faculty, and $5 for adults. They can be bought in 150 Castellaw Communications Center from Melanie Ferguson or they can be bought at the door.

Some of the films may include violence, adult themes and profanity, so parents at the festival will need to make sure the films are appropriate for their children.

Students submitted films of various genres, which range from one-minute to 10-minute long. There are four awards given out at the conclusion of the festival: Best Film, Best Editing, Best Cinematography, which are voted by judges, and Audience Choice, which is voted on by the audience.

There is also a separate contest called “The Best Ten Pages Screenwriting Competition” where students submit the first 10 pages of their screenplay to Dr. James Kendrick, associate professor of communication and Brian Elliott, senior editor of communication studies.

There will be a first, second and third prize awarded for this. The competition is based on Hollywood writers who say a script can be found successful within the first 10 pages. This will be Moore’s first time in the Black Glasses Film Festival. Three of his films were selected: “Friday, October 21” , “Something Mental” and “Where We Started”.

He said he is excited that his films were selected.

“Three of these films made it into the festival, and I consider those three my best work,” he said. “The one-hand, my top-three films get into a festival and on the other hand, the whole has run dry it’s time to get back to work again.”

Moore said his first film, “Friday, October 21” was a project for his directing class and is a narrative short, a short story that presents connected events, centered on true events.

“Basically, the story is about a guy who is physically and mentally tormented by those around him,” he said. “For mystical reasons, he is also obsessed with a self-proclaimed prophet, Harold Camping, stating that the world will end on Friday, October 21.”

For his other two films, “Something Mental” and “Where We Started”, he said one was an award winner while the other was a trailer film made by a Rafter productions.

“Something Mental won the Fun Feature Award in the ‘Panavision Handcraft- ing Cinematographer Contest’, he said. “It’s a storyboard meeting with no scripts, actors or soundtrack. ‘The other film is a trailer I made for Charlie Hernandez “Where We Started”. It’s about two strangers who have reached the age where life’s disappointments start to add up’.”

Moore said he would like to work in Los Angeles or New York as a film director.

“That’s my dream,” he said. “Working as an editor would be fantastic as well. If I could pick any business to work for, it would be for The Criterion Collection.”

The Criterion Collection is a company that distributes important and classic films to film-lovers.

Youngblood will be at the festival for the first time as well. He will be displaying three films: “The Club”, “Voices Wake Us”, which is a 20-minute short, and a two-minute trailer for an upcoming feature named “In Paradise.”

He said he is co-directing the two-minute trailer with fellow student Philip Heinrich.

“We will be showing the films in August,” he said. “The film that is showing at Black Glasses is a short trailer that introduces the audience to the main characters”.

Youngblood also co-directed “Voices Wake Us” with Heinrich. He said the film was a main project for his film production class that he worked on all semester.

“It is a 6-story that involves a single character that crashes on an alien planet and is only able to communicate with his ship’s computer. AC,” he said.

The other film Youngblood made, “The Stigmata”, was a class project, which was shot on a playground.

“We had to choose one location from a list of options and one plot item from a list of options and make that film out take place in the location we chose,” he said.

“The premise I chose was getting lost in a playground.”

The winners will be announced the same night, shortly after the conclusion of the festival.
Austin plans to return to Baylor

By Draya Hill

Isaiah Austin, the highly-touted freshman center, announced Sunday that he is coming back to the Bears for his sophomore season.

He was projected by many to be a first round pick and bolt for the NBA following his senior year, so to have Austin back in the backcourt is a huge boost for Baylor basketball.

"Really, the decision coming between another year at Baylor and his heading to the NBA was not an easy choice," Austin said. "I was close listening to my family and my teammates and coaches, we decided that this was the best decision for me." Austin added. "I would give one more time to master my game and step into our team. I also want to my teammates grow closer together and allow all of us to maximize our National Championship at Baylor!"

One aspect of his game that Austin would like to improve on is defense. "You know I'm going to try and improve my defensive play and now work on my post moves," Austin said.

The freshman center averaged 13.3 points, 8.5 rebounds and 1.9 blocks per game last season.

Austin is understandably difficult to play with the idea of one on one playing with forward Cory Jefferson, who announced Thursday that he would come back to Baylor for his senior season.

The loss of Austin and Jefferson gives Baylor two legitimate post players in the forefront. "Cory, he's a great player and it's always fun to be head to head on the floor with you," Jefferson said. "When he plays, I just get our team extra boost and another contributing factor to why Austin decided to come back was to be in a team that he's been in his shoulder."

The Baylor basketball program is hoping to hold off of last year's accomplishments when they went the NIT Championship on April 4.

Be sure to follow us on Twitter @BULady

CLASSIFIEDS

HOUSING

DUPLEX for lease! 2 BR / 1 Bath. Walk to class, Clean, Well Kept. Rent starting at $425/month. Ask about our Summer Discount! Please call 754-4534 for an appointment to view.

ONE BR APARTMENTS AVAILABLE! Walk Distance to Campus. Affordable Rates. Rates starting at $375/month. Knecty Pky Apartments. Different Apartments, AHA ABOUT OUR SUMMER DISCOUNT! Please call 754-4534 for an appointment to view the property.


Driving to Southern Cali - fans? Two dogs need to be transported and delivered. Both dogs are mares and really good. For more information contact Dan at dan@2guitard.com

MISCELLANEOUS

Be sure to follow us on Twitter @BULady

The Lady Bears have four conference games left to play: a thin game series against Texas Tech and Oklahoma State, followed by two against Kansas State. It is critical for Baylor to sweep Texas Tech this weekend to secure a share of the Big 12 title.

Baylor lost both of the teams last year, but made costly errors that the team couldn’t overcome.

Baylor has already won the season due to sweeping the first two games, but a big game against The No. 7 team in the national can only help boost the team’s tournament chances, but also can give the team confidence moving forward.
and his gun were found behind Sebolt's body, strict Attorney Ed Shettle that bullets from there. "It was like I was on cruise control," Granger said all his gunfire from a 10-round magazine was directed at his daughter and that he couldn't say he ran her down. "I thought: Man, I really messed up. So I pulled the trigger again. ... I tried to pull it again. There was no more bullets. I thought I was missing her all those times when I was shooting."

"It was based on photos and video and that prosecutor replied. "That's why there's such animosity." Granger acknowledged that he signed a certificate for the police taking responsibility for the shootings but said the鉴定 "just magnified me."

As an accused sex offender, Granger wasn't able to legally buy a gun, so he said he bought one from a gang member. He conceded that he couldn't remember how he got to Beaumont from Houston on the day of the shooting and that he couldn't recall taking hostages at a construction job where he was eventually arrested a few blocks from the courthouse.

Battle referred to numerous recorded communications as angry Granger had from jail with relatives, where he threatened nods isolated in his use case but said the interiority of the courthouse shooting had made him a "superstar" and "making Texas history." Granger accused the prosecutor of making the conversations out of context.

A forensic pathologist called by Granger's lawyers testified that she defined with the state pathologist's findings about the fatal exit and entrance wound suffered by Sebolt, saying she thought the fatal bullet could have come from inside the courthouse. Granger was outside.

But Dr. Alan Grossberg said the nature of Sebolt's wounds were "totally textbook at all" and "a direct kill." She also said under cross-examination that her opinion was based on photos and video and that she had not examined Sibol's body.

One of Granger's attorneys, Sunny Cooley, was a former Van Buren Granger will be convicted but that he hopes jurors don't sentence him to death.

Tom Bartholomew, 42, shot and killed bystander, his truck for hours on the morning of the attack. They say Granger illegally bought what they say was an assault rifle, then waited in the courthouse. They say Granger illegally bought what they say was an assault rifle, then waited in the attack last March outside the Jefferson County Courthouse in downtown Beaumont.

Bartholomew Granger, left, enters court Monday morning for the start of the Capital Murder trial in Galveston. Closing arguments began today in Galveston in the relocated capital murder trial of Granger, who is charged in the shooting death of Monique Ray Sibol at the Jefferson County Courthouse.

"I didn't kill her," Granger testified Monday. "I didn't have any more bullets. How could I have killed her?"

Prosecutors spent all last week building their case against Granger, who said he was a toy cop and former truck driver. Taking the stand in his defense, he said details of the shooting story remain fuzzy. "It was like I was in cruise control," Granger said. "It was like I wasn't even there."

Told by Jefferson County Assistant District Attorney at Cherec Volquardsen, went on the trip with the Women's Leadership team last two weeks of February. "Tromn Coldiron is the draft of the award the first week on March. "As an ID for the students of the men, the group could help the men who think they have been particularly significant in their educational process," Barth- neigh said.

The recipient of the award rec- ommend, if it is a new group, to give a letter of favor or her choice recommendations. If the trip is a new group, the Women's Leadership team should be contacted to ensure it fits the needs of the students involved. The group will visit some of the most affected areas and work with the students to create a curriculum to teach them about the importance of self-confidence and self-defense.

The trip is a faith-based school, and the students will also be making more strides in the community. The trip will also be used for networking with churches and non-governmental organizations. As the students visit different places, they will learn about leadership styles that have self-confidence.

The group will visit some churches and non-governmental organizations. As the students will visit different places, they will learn about leadership styles that have self-confidence. The students will also be making more strides in the community. The trip will also be used for networking with churches and non-governmental organizations.